Typically, Question Classification (QC) is the first phase in Question Answering (QA) systems. This phase is responsible for finding out the type of the expected answer by having the answer space reduced by pruning out the extra information that is not relevant for the answer extraction. This paper focuses on some Location based questions and some Entity type questions. Almost all the previous QC algorithms evaluated their work by using the classes defined by Li and Roth (2002) . The coarse grained classes Location and Entity both have fine grained class Other. In this paper we target and present the mechanism to create new classes to replace the Other classes in Location and Entity class. Additionally, we also present an automatic hierarchy creation method to add new class nodes using the knowledge resources and shallow language processing. We also show how language processing and knowledge resources are important in the question processing and its advantage on Answer Extraction phase.
Introduction
Usually people are interested in the exact answer and do not desire to look for the answer themselves in long list of documents. Exact answer is more interesting and useful than getting a list of documents.
Query analysis, processing or classification phase have been always emphasized. The following examples 1 show the importance of this phase with respect to the Answer Extraction. Example 1: Who was the first American to walk in space?. The answer sentence obtained is "In 1965 astronaut Edward White became the first American to "walk" in space during the flight of Gemini 4" 2 . Suppose the question is classified as Human:Individual by some classification mechanism. We notice that the answer line contains the matching string "first American to walk in space" therefore, the answer to the question is to be selected from the remaining part "1965", "Edward White" or "Gemini 4". Correct classification now leads us to the answer Edward White.
Example 2: What day and month did John Lennon die?. If this question is classified as Number:Date, it means that only date type will be targeted from the text. This implies that the question when correctly classified will give a hint about the answer which helps the system in judging and extracting the answer from the corpus.
The questions can be categorized mainly in two ways i.e. considering the question word and second the answer type. Ray et al. (2010) categorizes the factoid questions first in the categories such as "who", "why", "what", "where", "how" and "when" and classify them based on the two level hierarchy of classes defined by Li and Roth (2002) and shown in Table 1 .
Problem Statements
Question Classification is important and helpful for extracting the answers. A correct and meaningful classification will lead the system to more efficient and correct answer extraction mechanisms. On the other hand, a wrong or meaningless classification will not improve the answer extraction and might become a cause of inaccurate final results. 
Insufficient classes in the taxonomy
Question classes defined and labeled in UIUC 3 dataset by Li and Roth (2002) are most widely used in the previous work , Song et al. (2011 ), Yu et al. (2010 , Buscaldi et al. (2010) , Huang et al. (2007) and Boldrini et al. (2009) ). Many of the researchers developed their systems using these classes and the labeled question dataset. In the labeled dataset, if a question is not mapped to some class, it is placed into the fine grained class Other. Assigning to a class Other is not very helpful in the answer extraction. For example, in case of Location category, Location:Other will only prune out city, country, mountain and state as possible answer categories. Therefore, a close analysis of questions belonging to this class is needed and a new set of classes is required to overcome this deficiency. We currently focus on two of the coarse grained classes; Location and Entity; and all their fine grained classes. It is also observed that many of the fine grained classes are missing in the existing class hierarchy which needs to be mapped to the questions. For instance, the class river, lake or any other water body is not present in the existing class taxonomy whereas some questions require such classes e.g. the question What body of water are the Canary Islands in ? is currently placed in class LOC:Other by Li and Roth (2002) . This assigned class neither gives an exact hint nor helps to filter the candidate answers. Whereas, mapping it to a class such as waterbody makes it more mean-3 http://cogcomp.cs.illinois.edu/Data/QA/QC/ ingful and easier to find the answers. Similarly, the question "what is Bill Gates of Microsoft email address" ? is labeled as LOC:Other by the authors. If this question is searched using a search engine, a lot of documents will be returned having all the key concepts in the question. A chunk of text containing the answer is as follows, "All the Good Emails get sent to another Bill Gates Email Address, which he checks twice a week. Because He knows everyone will be looking for his email address under @microsoft.com. The Employees who checks his email under billg@microsoft.com send it to the one he checks" 4 . This chunk from the document contains all the question keywords. Without the classes defined, we do not know which part of the chunk is more important. Whereas, if we determine that the answer should be an email address, then we only need to target the email addresses in the text without taking care of the rest of the document. Therefore, the detail of classes and subclasses is needed to cover more and more questions instead of assigning them to the LOC:Other class. Li and Roth (2002) show that among 500 questions in TREC 10, 62% of the location questions belong to the class Other. The highest number of questions lie under the location category Other which is actually not very helpful or meaningful in extracting the answer. It means that about 62% of the location questions will be answered during the answer extraction phase without making use of the classes, despite the efforts put into classification phase. Similarly, 13% of the entity questions belong to the class Other. Entity class has 22 fine grained classes and the large number of questions are mapped to Other after animal and substance. Later, Li and Roth (2006) again gave a statistics of distribution of questions in each class of TREC 10 and 11 Text-REtrieval-Conference (1999 questions, collectively. They observed that out of 1000 questions, 195(19.5%) are Location based. In Location based questions, there are 22.6% questions mapped to class city, 10.8% questions about class country, 2.6% about mountain, 58.5% are mapped to class other, and 5.6% questions are mapped to class state.
One of the main advantage of replacing the class Other with fine grained classes is that it makes assignment of a single question to multiple classes/-fication scheme but initially only for the specific pattern of questions as discussed earlier.
Answer extraction phase requires the question to be classified in some manner. If a classification mechanism is developed by using our set of classes, then answer extraction technique be more helpful to extract the answer.
Conclusion and Future Work
We propose a new hierarchy for the questions that earlier belonging to the class Location:Other or Entity:Other . We show that classifying the questions into "Other" is not very useful for the answer extraction phase. These two classes are now represented as a hierarchy which is populated using some NLP techniques and knowledge resources i.e. WordNet and DBPedia. We also analyzed how the new hierarchy helped to prune out the extra unnecessary details for efficient answer extraction. This is the initial work carried out with extremely limited questions. We only focused on the question with a specific pattern for generating the new hierarchy using knowledge resources. We plan to work on the remaining question types and patterns in the future. Moreover, we also plan to target the other coarse classes, "NUM" having sub-type "Other". Additionally, we plan to label the questions and publish with the hierarchy obtained for all the questions set so a new set of classes is obtained and is comparable for the other researchers.
